Anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) marker occlusion commonly occurs during three-dimensional (3-D) motion capture of dynamic tasks with deep hip flexion. The purpose of this study was to validate a universal technique to correct ASIS occlusion. 420 ms of bilateral ASIS marker occlusion was simulated in fourteen drop vertical jump (DVJ) trials (n ¼14). Kinematic and kinetic hip data calculated for pelvic segments based on iliac crest (IC) marker and virtual ASIS (produced by our algorithm and a commercial virtual join) trajectories were compared to true ASIS marker tracking data. Root mean squared errors (RMSEs; mean 7standard deviation) and intra-class correlations (ICCs) between pelvic tracking based on virtual ASIS trajectories filled by our algorithm and true ASIS position were 2. The presented algorithm exceeded the a priori ICC cutoff of 0.95 for excellent validity and is an acceptable tracking alternative. While ICCs for the commercially available virtual join did not exhibit excellent correlation, good validity was observed for all kinematics and kinetics. IC marker pelvic tracking is not a valid alternative.
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Introduction
Retro-reflective markers placed at the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) to model and track the pelvis during human movement motion analysis are commonly obstructed by upper extremities or subcutaneous tissue (McClelland et al., 2010) . While alternative solutions, such as tracking the pelvis with anatomic iliac crest (IC) markers or computer-generated virtual ASIS marker trajectories exist, these methods are not validated. The purpose of this study was to validate an algorithm that accurately reconstructs occluded ASIS marker trajectories. Hip kinematics and kinetics were compared for pelvic tracking with virtual ASIS markers created by our algorithm, a commercially available function, and using IC markers.
Methods

Study design
Validation of ASIS Virtual Fill algorithm
Fourteen (n ¼14) DVJ trials with complete left and right ASIS, left and right IC, and sacrum (SAC) marker trajectories were selected to validate the algorithm (Hewett et al., 2005) . Motion data was collected at 240 samples/s using a 12 camera motion analysis system (Raptor-12 cameras, Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa, CA), with a three-dimensional (3-D) residual error of o 0.50 mm. Retro-reflective markers were adhered to the skin with double-sided tape using a modified Cleveland Clinic marker set, which includes markers at both ASIS and IC, and a marker at the L5-S1 joint (Fig. 1) 
